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Abstract

The impact of inclement weather – especially convective weather – on the National Airspace System (NAS) is significant. Weather has been identified as a contributing or causal factor in over 21% of all accidents from 1994-2003 [1] and over 70% of delays ≥ 15 minutes over the last 5 years [2]. Efforts have been underway to establish a consistent, quantified air transportation weather index that reflects the differing impacts relative to occurrence across the air transportation network. Researcher is in the final stages of quantifying weather’s impact on the NAS. This work has resulted in a number of Weather Impacted Traffic Index (WITI) variants, all of which are NAS-level where a day in the NAS is represented by a single WITI value. It is, however, desirable to expand the level of detail to include both spatial (NAS regions, airports) and temporal (time-of-day) components while retaining the NAS perspective. This would allow for higher-fidelity analysis of weather impacts on the NAS and of the system’s operational outcomes such as the strategies to mitigate the impacts, thus reducing delays, cancellations, operating costs etc.

Introduction

The impact of inclement weather – especially convective weather – on the National Airspace System (NAS) is significant. Weather has been identified as a contributing or causal factor in over 21% of all accidents from 1994-2003 [1] and over 70% of delays ≥ 15 minutes over the last 5 years [2]. Efforts have been underway to establish a consistent, quantified air transportation weather index that reflects the differing impacts relative to occurrence across the air transportation network. Researcher is in the final stages of quantifying weather’s impact on the NAS. This work has resulted in a number of Weather Impacted Traffic Index (WITI) variants, all of which are NAS-level where a day in the NAS is represented by a single WITI value. It is, however, desirable to expand the level of detail to include both spatial (NAS regions, airports) and temporal (time-of-day) components while retaining the NAS perspective. This would allow for higher-fidelity analysis of weather impacts on the NAS and of the system’s operational outcomes such as the strategies to mitigate the impacts, thus reducing delays, cancellations, operating costs etc.

![Figure 1: NAS operational impact and outcome](image-url)
In other words, we would be able to better understand and quantify how “front-end” weather impact results in specific “back-end” outcomes. Relying on a consistent impact index over time will support analysis to identify the “best” strategies to mitigate the impacts and improve the service outcomes such as; delay reduction and increased predictability and efficiency.

Background

Initial Evolution of Weather Index Metric

In order to engage the air transportation community in service level discussions identify system performance improvement opportunities and accurately assess the quality of service delivery, a common performance methodology is necessary. In light of the significant impact of weather noted earlier, it was necessary to create a reliable, consistent measure of the impact over differing time intervals with differing weather. The objective is to engage the community with a consensus on “good” vs “bad” weather days, weeks or seasons.

The WITI concept was first proposed by the FAA and developed in [4]. A typical good-weather day with seasonal jet stream pattern was used and, on a rectangular grid covering the NAS, traffic mass (total number of aircraft position reports over a day) in each grid cell was computed. Then, for weather-impacted days, the traffic mass was multiplied by the number of convective weather reports for each grid cell. The result, summed up for the entire NAS, was the En-Route WITI. Also, surface weather reports for major airports were processed into a Terminal WITI and combined with the En-Route WITI as a weighted sum. The WITI is reasonably well correlated with delays and can indicate the unrecoverable portion of the delay.

A similar approach was proposed by Chatterji and Sridhar [5, 6]. While the en-route portion of the WITI was computed using the same method as in [4], more attention was devoted to selecting the significant terminal weather events worth including into the Terminal WITI, of which wind was one of the strongest factors. An interesting observation is that, while considerable effort went into selecting representative good-weather days (for the en-route portion of WITI), it turned out that the resulting WITIs didn’t differ very much. The location and nature of convective weather was a much stronger factor affecting en-route WITI [6].

The paper by Post et al [7] draws on the experience of the MITRE WITI research but approaches it from a different angle. FZ (flight planned) tracks for actual Severe weather days are used rather than TZ (actual) tracks for good-weather days. EWI (En-Route Weather Index) is calculated and shows good correlation with delays. The focus is on the efficiency of rerouting around weather rather than the overall NAS performance. An important point is made about the methodology for populating the NAS grid:

“While both our approach and the MITRE WITI place a grid over the CONUS airspace and multiply convective activity by some measure of traffic intensity in each cell of the grid, there are two major differences between the two approaches. (. . .) The WITI uses actual flight tracks from a “good weather day” as the data source for traffic. Our approach, on the other hand, uses flight plan traffic for the particular day being analyzed. Our approach has the advantage of being more dynamic, in that day-to-day (and consequently weekly, monthly, and seasonal) changes in traffic are accounted for.”

The Combined NAS Weather Index (NWX)

We have expanded and refined these WITI computation methods [9]. For en-route convective impact calculation, we chose an approach similar to that proposed in [7] but simpler and more computationally-efficient without much detriment to fidelity, as, for instance, is shown in [9]. Namely, we use “flows” – Great Circle tracks between major airports – as “ideal”, shortest-path unimpeded flight trajectories; we also use actual flight frequencies on these flows scheduled for the day in question.

We then used the 5-minute National Convective Weather Detection (NCWD) reports and calculated how convective weather impacts individual flows between major airports (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 below). The impact depends on the severity of the weather and the frequency of traffic on each flow. We also used hourly surface (terminal) weather observations and estimate how a particular type of weather degrades airport capacity.

The NAS Weather Index (NWX) was then constructed as a weighted sum of the en-route and terminal components, and was used for weather impact assessment in the entire NAS. It showed good correlation with NAS-wide delay metrics.

Importantly, this index allows for the regionalization of NAS weather impact analysis: we can now drill down from the NAS level to individual airport / single hour level, or regions e.g. North-East.
Standard airport groupings, e.g. OEP-35 or ASPM-75, can be used.

**The Need for a Queuing Component**

One shortcoming of all previously described methods was their linear nature in relation to weather and traffic demand. We know, however, that the NAS operational outcome to these impact factors is nonlinear. This calls for introducing a queuing delay model into the computation. We have therefore implemented simple queuing delay calculators for individual airports. This improved the correlation between NAS operational impact and outcome characteristics by 15-20%. It has also made it possible to conduct Future-NAS analyses that reflect non-linear, exponential delay growth trends as traffic demand approaches system capacity.

**Weather Index Composition**

NWX is a weighted sum of three separate components: En-Route WITI, Terminal [Weather] WITI, and Queuing Delay, computed for each major airport every hour. It can be aggregated into a NAS-wide number and also normalized.

**En-Route WITI, Apportioned to Airports**

Rather than using good-weather-day’s actual flight tracks, we use Great Circle tracks (“flows”) between major city pairs based on the traffic scheduled/filed for that individual day. We also use the newer National Convective Weather Data (NCWD) product and overlay its 5-min convective reports on a hexagonal grid covering the NAS (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2: NCWD and Flows](image)

We calculate intersections of the flows with hexagonal grid cells where convective weather was reported, hour by hour. We then multiply each flow’s hourly flight frequency by the number of convective reports in all hexagonal cells the flow crosses to get the en-route WITI.

Even though aircraft are affected by weather both at the airport and en route, and while en-route delays are a frequent occurrence, the delays “originate” and “eventuate” at airports. An airplane may depart late (delay at origin airport) and arrive late (delay eventuates at destination airport).

Applying this principle to weather impact, we will create a variation of WITI where en-route weather impact is apportioned to airports. We could say that we will “push weather impact to airports”. We begin with a single city pair and the “flow” between them (DFW, ATL and IAH, Fig. 3).

First, we calculate the en-route WITI for the flow – in our example, IAH to ATL (and the reciprocal flow, ATL to IAH), as described in the previous section: we use the hourly number of convective reports in hexagonal cells crossed by the flow and the hourly flight frequencies on it.

![Figure 3: Apportioning impact of convective weather along a flow to its two airports](image)

This gives us the “cell-flow-hour WITI”. We now apportion this value to each of the two airports, proportional to the square root of distance from our hexagonal cell to those airports. The closer an area of convective weather is to, say, IAH (see Figure above), the larger portion of the IAH-ATL flows’ WITI will be assigned to IAH and the smaller portion, to ATL. This will be done for the reciprocal flow as well, and will be repeated for all hours. The rationale is that convective weather’s impact on an airport is generally stronger when the weather is near the airport.

Having done this for one flow (e.g. IAH-ATL), we now repeat this for all flows connecting a given airport (say, IAH, Figure above) with other major airports. The sum of these proportional en-route WITIs
(which reflect both severity/duration of weather and the amount of traffic impacted) represents this airport’s en-route WITI. This is performed for all \( N \) major airports in the NAS, hour by hour.

The NAS-wide En-Route WITI is simply the sum of all En-route WITIs affecting all major airports. It can be recorded by airport / by hour or aggregated as an hourly or daily NAS total.

**Terminal WITI**

The WITI Toolset reads the surface weather observations for each of the \( N \) major airports.

For each hourly weather observation, the software maintains a hierarchy of weather factors, from most severe to less severe, so that if, for instance, a thunderstorm was reported and also some rain, then rain is not a factor for the given hour.

For each of these weather factors, the WITI Toolset stores the airport capacity degradation percentage: a user-definable parameter whose default value is obtained from FAA capacity benchmarks.

The Terminal WITI is calculated by taking the capacity degradation percentage for each airport, every hour, and multiplying it by the number of scheduled hourly operations at this airport. This can again be aggregated for the NAS by adding it up for our \( N \) major airports.

**Queuing Delay**

We employ a simple queuing delay simulator for each airport, as follows.

**a) Determine Runway Configuration**

Determine the airport’s capacity in a given hour, separately for departures and arrivals:

- Check the wind and dry/wet runway surface condition (from surface weather observations);
- Read in the runway configuration data from airport master file. For each possible runway configuration, starting from the first (highest-capacity), determine if it can be used given the wind and surface conditions;
- Once the first usable runway configuration is found, check the departure and arrival capacity as stored for this configuration.

**b) Calculate Lowest Applicable Capacity**

Calculate lowest capacity (departure or arrival, respectively) under given conditions. This is the smallest of the following values:

- IMC capacity if conditions are IMC;
- VMC capacity if conditions are not IMC;
- The airport’s maximum (rather than runway-dependent) VMC capacity possibly degraded by non-IMC factors such as wind or local thunderstorm. Degradation can be 0 if there were no significant winds/thunderstorms/etc. The reason we apply capacity degradation to the maximum listed VMC capacity is to avoid “double-counting” the inclement weather effects.
- The airport’s VMC capacity possibly degraded by thunderstorm lines in en-route and especially in the terminal airspace. Degradation can be 0 if there were no significant storm lines around the airport. See next section, *Airport Blockage*.

**c) Determine Traffic Demand**

Determine the traffic demand for the same hour.

- This data can be obtained from the FAA ASPM database or ETMS data.

**d) Compute Estimated Queuing Delay**

Compute estimated queuing delay for this hour and carry over any excess demand to the next hour.

- Divide each hour into 15-minute intervals. For each interval, check the number of scheduled departures or arrivals vs. the respective capacity;
- If we have excess capacity over demand, their difference is the size of the departure (or arrival) queue for the given 15-minute interval. We multiply the size of this queue by 15 as an estimate of departure (arrival) delay minutes;
- Process the next 15-minute interval; carry over any unsatisfied traffic demand to this next interval (so the departure/arrival queue may become longer or shorter, depending on overall traffic demand and available capacity);
- Queuing delays are stored for each airport / hour and can be aggregated, just like other Q-WITI components.
Airport Blockage by Lines of Storms

This is our initial attempt to capture the non-linear effect of “route blockage” by convective weather, essentially lines of storms. The method is somewhat similar to that described in [10].

![Airport Blockage Illustration](image)

Figure 4: Airport blockage illustration

When storm fronts are away from the airport, their impact on the airport capacity is small. This is illustrated below (Fig. 4, left). The angle $\alpha$ denotes the sum of all contiguous “chunks” of convective weather (clusters of hexagonal cells with significant NCWD count). The “obscuration coefficient” $O$ is computed as the proportion of the airport’s 360-degree horizon blocked by convective weather multiplied by the percentage of all flows in/out of this airport that cross thunderstorm areas.

If the same weather is close to the airport, the obscuration coefficient increases dramatically (Fig. 4, right). This situation is likely to cause an airspace flow program or ground delay program for this airport, resulting in reduced capacity. Further blockage by convective weather may result in an even higher $O$ (0.5 or higher) and an even greater likelihood of a reduction in airport capacity.

Normalized Weather Index

The three components described above (E-WITI, T-WITI and Queuing Delay) all have different “units” and different value ranges. We now join them into a combined metric, the NAS Weather Index, or NWX, which is a weighted sum of these components.

The weighting coefficients can be computed so as to provide highest correlation with ASPM Delays – currently for 2004-2005-2006 convective seasons.

The Weather Index can be averaged or summed up:

- For the NAS over an hour
- For the NAS over a day
- For the NAS over a month

We typically use daily NAS averages for season-to-season comparisons, as well as monthly averages.

The Weather Index metric is typically normalized against a convective season’s (or multi-year seasonal) average, or perhaps against a multi-year average that includes all days of the year:

$$\text{Normalized Index}_{\text{daily}} = \frac{\text{Absolute Index}_{\text{daily}}}{\text{Average Index}_{\text{seasonal}}} * 100$$

We have selected a three-year convective seasons’ average (April-September 2004, 2005 and 2006) as the normalization “ruler”.

That way, if the Weather Index on a given day is approximately equal to a seasonal average, it will be approximately 100 on the new scale. The Index values on days heavily impacted by weather will be much higher than seasonal average, e.g. above 200; and on days with very little weather impact the Index will be much lower: perhaps 50 or less.

Correlation with NAS Operational Outcome (Performance) Metrics

Normalized weather and traffic index (i.e. NAS operational impact index) can now be compared with a NAS operational outcome (performance) index. For the current development, delay is used as the proxy for performance, which we would normalize in a similar way, so that days with delays around seasonal average would indicate 100 on the normalized delay scale.

(It should be noted that efforts are currently underway to compare the weather index to other service expectations such as predictability.)

Our Delay metric computation was as follows. We used hourly ASPM data for major airports. For each hour, we counted the number of completed departures and multiplied that by the average airport departure delay (which is the sum of gate delay and taxi-out delay). For arrivals, we multiplied the number of completed arrivals every hour by the total airport arrival delay (which includes en-route and taxi-in delay). The sum of departure and arrival delays was produced for each airport, every hour.

The hourly airport ASPM delay totals were averaged across the NAS for each day. These average
delays were then normalized using the same basis as for the weather index (3-year seasonal average = 100).

As we can see, overall NAS performance vis-à-vis weather and traffic demand was slightly better in

2004-2005-2006 In Review

Monthly Comparisons (Convective Seasons)

The Weather Index methodology presented in this paper was applied to the analysis of NAS operational performance during the 2004, 2005 and 2006 convective seasons (April-September inclusive).

For each hour on each day of these three seasons, we computed the Weather Index using actual airport traffic data, seasonal flow (frequencies) data, as well as detailed en-route convective weather and airport surface weather observations. The OEP-35 airport list was used as standard. The hourly / airport WITI data was aggregated into daily NAS Weather Index data. The same was done for ASPM Delay data. These daily weather-index and average-delay values were normalized using the three-year NAS seasonal average as the 100 “ruler”.

Let us start with a scatter plot showing all three seasons’ weather index vs. delay (Fig. 6).

An example of normalized NWX and delay chart for the 2006 convective season is shown in Figure 5. We consistently achieve around 85% correlation while keeping all days, including possible outliers (e.g. hurricane-impacted days). Without the outliers, the correlation coefficient approaches 90%.

Figure 5: Normalized Weather Index and ASPM Delay, 2006 convective season

As we can see, overall NAS performance vis-à-vis weather and traffic demand was slightly better in

2004 (lower gradient of the linear trend line), followed by 2006 and, last, 2005:

Figure 6: 2004-2006 Weather Index vs. Delay

A monthly NAS Weather Index chart, with monthly rather than daily averages, shows noticeable differences between each year’s weather patterns and impact (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: 2004-2006 Weather Index vs. Delay
What is noticeable on both charts is that the 2004 and 2006 convective season’s weather (and delay) patterns are similar while the 2005 weather pattern is somewhat different: a higher peak in July but lower impact in other months.

Overall, however, the differences between individual months tend to smooth out for an entire season so that the differences in weather impact from year to year are relatively small. Still, they can reach 10-15% as Figure 9 below illustrates.

Thirdly, flight cancellations can affect delays: on some days with very high weather index, delays were not quite as high but the number of cancellations might be two to five times the average for the year. This was observed for winter months as well; in fact, massive cancellations on snowstorm impacted days might often result in relatively low delays while the NWX value would be very high.

While the above charts present results for the convective seasons of 2004-2006, we have tested the NWX for other months of the year. A major advantage of this combined weather index incorporating both convective and non-convective weather impacts as well as queuing delays is that it produces reasonably good (77-78%) correlation with ASPM delay index throughout the year. Higher correlation can be achieved if NWX is compared to a weighted NAS operational outcome index as a combination of delays and cancellations. More work is planned in this area.

Assessing NAS Performance

While the NWX responds to the need to normalize for the effects of weather, in assessing
NAS performance there remain two other critical components.

The first is establishment of and consensus regarding a range of service expectations or attributes. The ICAO Global Concept of Operations [11] articulates a list of 11 ATM service expectations. These include safety, efficiency, and predictability, among others.

The second is the development of a methodology, consistent with the weather index, of measuring the weather forecast accuracy. Analysis of ATM performance requires knowing not only what weather conditions were encountered by the ATM system, but also what weather was expected to be encountered – and against which planning and response strategies were developed/enacted.

Once established, these measures used in concert with the weather index will support discussions and planning to identify, analyze and take action to elevate system performance at the “best” investment level. (Cost-effectiveness is also one of the ICAO CONOPS expectations.)

**Daily NAS Performance Assessment**

First and foremost, the methodology presented in this paper is going to be applied to daily NAS operational impact (and outcome-to-impact ratio) assessment – specifically, readied in time for the FAA’s daily meetings starting at 7:30 am. The availability of good-quality weather and traffic schedule data may present certain challenges. The software performance of the WITI Toolset is more than adequate: a day in the NAS is processed in approximately 60 seconds.

**Future plans**

**Toolset Refinements**

A series of refinements of the weather index computation is planned. These include more accurate airport capacity estimation (with Marginal VMC added to IMC and VMC); ability to take flight-planned altitudes vs. thunderstorm cloud (“echo”) tops into account; a more comprehensive sensitivity analysis of the parameter space; a better methodology to deal with hurricane- and snowstorm-impacted days, and other measures.

**NAS Outcome Prediction**

Having developed the Weather Index quantification methodology, we are now in a better position to analyze outcome variability: for instance, why on seemingly “similar” weather days do NAS outcomes (Delays, Costs) vary so much? As the base of reliable historical data increases we will be able to compare the outcomes from the application of differing response strategies. What are the factors contributing to this variance; can it be reduced? How can we best quantify “similar” weather impact?

Also, this methodology could be applied to NAS operational outcome forecasting. Given the current severe weather forecast (e.g. CCFP) we could use the expanded NWX technique to predict NAS outcomes N hours ahead across a range of differing response strategies. We will also explore how the accuracy of the weather forecast affects NAS outcomes.

**Future-NAS Analyses**

For long-term projections, given forecast traffic demand, we could use this technique to predict NAS impacts from weather for future years (e.g. 2010 or 2025) under differing scenarios of investments expected to yield differing capacity increases.

**Conclusions**

The development of the NAS Weather Index (NWX) has established a common framework within which ATM System service performance discussions may be held. It provides the opportunity to segregate individual elements impacting performance that are interdependent with weather and supports analysis to elevate system performance at the best investment level.
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